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all through our current decade, either the media and most of the people - let alone a number of
fanatical non secular factions - were pertaining to themselves more and more with the upcoming
finish of the millennium and its attainable implications for mankind. Kenneth Rayner Johnson
predated them by means of two decades with the booklet in 1975 of The Zarkon Principle, his
best-selling premonition of apocalypse within Armageddon 2000 the 12 months 2000AD. Now,
with simply 4 brief years left at the clock, Johnson has back with Armageddon 2000, an up-todate model of his past work. In Armageddon 2000, Johson not just demonstrates what number
of his earlier theories and predictions have already come true, but additionally how his examine
within the intervening many years has led Armageddon 2000 him much more forcefully to 1
conclusion: the realm as we all know it really is approximately to end. to arrive this end Johson
has re-interpreted the scriptures of many religions, and the histories and writings of Alchemy,
Freemasonry, Magick, Theosophy and different arcane disciplines. He has tested such historic
and enigmatic buildings because the Pyramids and Stonehenge; delved into the key lives of
Jesus, Mohammed, Aleister Crowley and Adolf Hitler; and researched phenomena akin to UFOs
and alien abductions. He has correlated all this data with the latest findings of astrophysicists,
theoreticl physicists, meteorologists and ecologists, and posed a grim question: how lengthy
does mankind have left? And emerged with a terrifying answer....
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